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17,000+ employees

60+ departments, offices, and 
agencies

17 cabinet chiefs

Serving a population of ~667,000

Measured as a portion of a 
$4.9B total budget:*

31% education
18% streets & infrastructure

15% police & fire
5% parks & environment

4% libraries
3% health & human services

2% technology

*these are all approximate figures - refer to 
the official budget for actual amounts!

AN INTRODUCTION TO BOSTON

WHAT THE CITY DOESTHE CITY OF BOSTON (DATA) MILESTONES

2012 - Open Data Portal v.1

2012 - Boston About Results

2014 - Digital Dashboards

2015 - Citywide Analytics Team...



AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CITYWIDE ANALYTICS TEAM

Brings together the areas of: 

DATA ANALYSTS PROJECT MANAGERS

DATA ENGINEERS GIS SPECIALISTS

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT ENTERPRISE ANALYTICS

OPEN DATA DATA SCIENCE

Through an integrated team of: 



PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Our two primary areas of focus



ONE:

Building the infrastructure (tools and 
processes) to understand how well the City 

is performing, both operationally and 
strategically

Scorecards, Dashboards, 
Reports, & Structured 
Performance Meetings 



TWO:

Serving as a resource and partner to guide 
improvement projects  

Conducting Analyses, 
Developing Pilots, Guiding 

Operational Reform



WHAT WE’VE BEEN WORKING ON
Building the infrastructure



DETAILED STAFF REPORTS



TOOLS FOR CASE MANAGEMENT



EXECUTIVE TOOLS ON DEPARTMENTAL PERFORMANCE 



CITYWIDE OVERSIGHT



Consumer

We are not meeting our 
targets or are trending 
negatively

SCORE INTERPRETATION

Less than 1 Equal to 1 Greater than 1

If CityScore is...

We are meeting our 
targets or matching 
historical performance

We are exceeding our 
targets or trending 
positively



Example: BPS Attendance

Actual attendance ➗ attendance target = CityScore

96% attendance rate ➗ 95% attendance target = 
1.01

METHODOLOGY

Example: Library Users

Actual user count ➗ historical user baseline = CityScore

9000 library users ➗ 8000 historical users = 1.13

** Historical baselines are calculated based on the 
daily average performance of the current month 

plus or minus the historical daily standard 
deviation of that metric.

Example: EMS Response Time

Response time target ➗ actual response time = CityScore

6 minutes ➗ 6 minutes 30 seconds = .92



CITYSCORE ENHANCEMENTS

Additional Improvements:

● User-friendly dashboard

● Metric definitions

● Publicly accessible data



SHARING CITYSCORE

Highlights:

● Built with all audiences in mind - from 

the most technically savvy to those 

who want an out-of-the-box solution.

● Code is publicly available so others can 

build upon and enhance the 

application. 

● Helps organizations drive 

performance and 

Developed a shareable CityScore toolkit that anyone can use to 

create their own version of CityScore.



WHAT WE’VE BEEN WORKING ON
A comprehensive Citywide reporting process



OUR REPORTING LOGIC

CONTENT CONTEXT

Department scorecard 
metrics will now be 
integrated into structured 
cabinet-level reporting 
processes led by the 
Performance Team and the 
Budget Office. 

The audience for these 
reports are the Mayor and 
Chief of Staff.

This new reporting process 
will include regular 
conversations between 
Budget Analysts and 
departments to put metrics 
in context rather than 
focusing on the numbers 
alone. 

UTILITY & VISIBILITY

Departments have revised 
their scorecards to capture 
metrics that provide value 
and insight to managers. 
We’re now focused on 
tracking fewer, more 
informative metrics 
Citywide. 



CITYSCORE: REPORTING ALIGNMENT

Mayoral
Priorities

Active Cabinet 
Initiatives

Department Scorecards

Administration priorities as identified in Imagine 
Boston 2030 plan. 

Cabinet-level IB2030 strategic initiatives. Monthly 
reporting will focus on initiatives currently in the 
implementation phase. 

Outcome-based performance measures 
tied to department goals.



TRACKING PROGRESS TOWARD KEY INITIATIVES



MONITORING OPERATIONAL MEASURES



Daily MonthlyWeekly

THESE TOOLS, IN PRACTICE

* Bloomberg - Getty Images

Regular access to data and dashboards
Emailed reports highlighting week-to-week 
performance

Formal, in-depth discussions



DEPARTMENT SCORECARDS



WHAT WE’VE BEEN WORKING ON
Guiding improvements



EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

When CityScore launched 
January 15th, EMS median priority 
1 response time for the previous 
month averaged 5 minutes 59 
seconds, which grew to 6 minutes 
11 seconds by April 2015, causing 
its CityScore to drop below 1.

Concerned by increasing 
response times, Mayor Walsh 
reached out to the Chief of EMS 
to get more information on what 
was going on and what the City 
could do to reverse the trend.



EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

In response, the Mayor supported 
infrastructure needs by funding 
20 new EMTs and 10 
replacement ambulances. 

The Analytics Team worked with 
EMS to analyze how best to 
allocate resources, resulting in 
prioritization adjustments and 
nimble response teams.  



BOS:311 CALL CENTER

Boston’s 311 Call Center SLA 
target is 15% higher than other 
311 call centers surveyed 
nationwide.

Given current staffing levels and 
call volume, the 311 Call Center is 
only predicted to meet its SLA 7 
hours out of each day.



BOS:311 CALL CENTER

In partnership with 311 
leadership and staff, the Citywide 
Analytics Team designed and 
automated key reports on 
individual and overall 
department performance to 
better highlight issues.

Additionally, regular 
performance meetings were 
instituted, along with a 
troubleshooting guide for 
common performance issues and 
how to address them.



PERMITTING

After hearing of the difficulties 
faced by constituents interacting 
with the City’s permitting process, 
Mayor Walsh made reform a 
priority on his first day in office. 

An Interagency Permitting Team 
was created in order to improve the 
process, technology, and customer 
experience across the city.



PERMITTING

Two key themes emerged:                  

● Constituents wanted a 
more predictable, 
transparent, and clear
process. 

● Internal employees 
lacked the tools they 
needed to manage 
their work. 

The team built simple 
public-facing tools, made 
tweaks to internal 
processes, and built robust 
reporting tools allowing 
employees to visualize and 
track their work.   



For more information about the City’s performance efforts, go to boston.gov/analytics.

stefanie.costaleabo@boston.gov


